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US TRANSIT DECLINE
Mass transit officials often churn out numbers
showing that transit ridership is growing. These
are small victories. The core transit constituency
has long been commuters: and they are voting
with their feet, continuing the long 20th century
trend to auto-addiction. Every decade the US
Census Bureau publishes its estimate of
commute trips by mode. In 2010 it dropped to
4.9 percent from 5.2% when the new millennium
opened a decade earlier.
Back in the flush of the 1960s Baby Boom, on
a typical day one American worker in eight got
back and forth to work via public transportation.
Over the last fifty years, Washington has
dispersed billions of dollars to expand transit
infrastructure and expertise. Billions more from state and local funds have subsidized
operations The typical transit fare covers roughly one-third of O&M. And still, transit
is losing market share.

Beware the profound
changes coming to our
environment!

Americans now live car-oriented lives. The transit-accessible workplace and retail
downtown have migrated to parking-drenched districts, many right off an Interstate
highway. They are unlikely to have transit service at all.
How do we make the best use of public resources? Shoring up crumbling highways
and rail transit? Expanding biking and pedestrian amenities? Allowing communitybased mobility services to offer household subscriptions? Using flexible advanced
transit to fill gaps in our auto-drenched lives?
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JOIN ATRA
Do you despair at the pedestrian
nightmare of our cities and towns?
Do the costs of owning a car, driving
and maintaining and parking it take
too big a dent out of your income?
Are you of those who think that we
should move away from dependence
on cars (and a host of other vehicles)
that crowd our streets and highways
every day? Are more of your
neighbors convinced that global
carbon emissions are a problem as
more and more signs of global
climate weirding come too close for
comfort?
ATRA invites you to join us and offers
a special offer to environmentalists
of all shades with a discount rate of $35 (regular $50/year). You get a stream of copies
of TransitPulse, discounts at ATRA and related events, and satisfaction that you are
part of a network advancing the potential potential of transit modalities to improve our
communities.
Join the exciting exploration! Save $15 by joining before June 1. Navigate through
www.advancedtransit.net. Or contact ATRA Secretary Kjensmo Walker at
kjensmotwalker@gmail.com.

The greener our
travel habits, the
easier to live at high
densities.
Advanced transit
can help the shift.

INNOVATIVE SUSTAINABLE TRANSIT
Sept. 18-21 at Innotrans in Berlin
Hello, tomorrow! A smart tomorrow of high-performance mobility networks it will be. Learn
about automated, safe and demand-responsive advanced transit in Berlin this fall in
interaction with the might of the world rail industry which gathers every other year at
Innotrans.
Go to www.podcar.org to tune in. All spring and
summer, breaking news of the growing smart urban
mobility industry will be posted. The site will promote
discussions of technical issues, the dissemination
of reports, new project proposals, commercial
initiatives and more. This go-to website will feature
a continuously updated mapping dubbed PodMap
(A clickable map of world podcar news) and
Calendar. There will be periodic professional
profiles and other news too.
All attention now is on PCC6 this fall in Berlin. Building on earlier Podcar Cities conferences,
PCC6 will be in the heart of Innotrans. ATRA and others are contributing to these efforts.
Many Americans are committed to attend. Registration is open to all nationalities, but
space is limited.
TransitPulse
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US-Swedish Collaborations
Both PCC6 and www.podcar.org are ventures of IST and INIST. The Stockholm-based
Institute for Sustainable Transportation (IST) promote new modes of sustainable transportation
by gathering and disseminating high-quality information and research. California-based
INIST supports automated, effective and safe modes that add value to existing transit and
create attractive, effective and economical alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles, thus
improving the quality of life. For more, visit www.istcab.se and www.inist.org.
Magnus Hunhammar. Director of IST, sees good in an international community concerned
with sustainable urban life as Sweden opts to move forward with a pioneer podcar
implementation. Christer Lindstrom, chair of the INIST board, senses growing interest
and imminent commercialization.
Benefits are increasingly evident. The forces to advance this industry are stepping forward.

MIDTOWN RALEIGH
Private officials in the heart of North
Carolina’s Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill
triangle are considering a very convincing
PRT concept developed by ATRA member
Steve Raney, who recently left his
marketing position with Ultra. The Triangle
has grown and prospered over the last
few decades, more than doubling from 0.7
million in 1970 to over 1.6 million today.
Large tracts of farm and forest have
morphed into parking lots and roads, big
box retail and subdivisions. In post-WWII, 20th century style, it is now fully oriented
to vehicular circulation: a veritable SUV
and SOV heaven!
In the middle of the Triangle is an upscale
district known as North Hills. It is a neat
collection of lively, trendy retailing, apartment living and offices. Many see its potential
to grow into a whole lot more. $1.2-billion worth of development is foreseen in the near
future. Stakeholders are grouped into the Midtown Raleigh Alliance, which includes
healthcare companies. MRA promotes sustainable, 21st century mobility.

Innovation seems
to want to happen
in North Carolina’s
Research Triangle

Raney’s analysis led to a conceptual Midtown network of 14.4-kilometers with 34
stations. A more manageable starter of 11.5km and 21-stations is foreseen. If built, it
might attract over 11,000 daily passengers and create many developmental synergies.
It should achieve parking economies. Ultra proposed to work on the project with
Samsung as an industrial partner. If public funds become involved, a competitive
procurement would be required.
How public or private a Midtown PRT might be depends on metro plans for rail transit.
Still unfunded, LRT or commuter rail looms before Midtown planners and acts as a
large question mark. The current plan would have two stations near North Hills. With
a link to one or both stations, the Midtown PRT could serve as a metro-feeder –
boosting regional ridership. Rail plans, however, hinge on all three counties agreeing
and all approving a sales tax increase or other local funding source.
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BEEPS FROM CALIFORNIA
For years ATRA’s approach has been: “Hi, you don’t
know me, but I’m going to tell you how to do your
job.” It’s not surprising that we haven’t gotten
anywhere.
A task force of California ATRA members is responding
to a lawsuit between San Diego’s MPO and plaintiffs
worried about future air quality. Will Ackel, Dennis
Manning, Rob Means and Chris Perkins are assessing
next steps. Ackel thinks we should listen. Less
preaching may lead to positive conflict resolution
between MPO planners working with their “state-ofthe-art” and the people who – so to speak — breathe
the air.
Details and Legalities
The Cleveland National Forest Foundation and the
Center for Biological Diversity have filed suit seeking
to require the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) to take a harder look at long-term
transportation development options. The two plaintiffs
have been joined by California’s Attorney General
and the Sierra Club.
SANDAG proposes to handle the growing mobility
needs of San Diego County by building more and
wider streets and freeways with a seemingly generous
dose of conventional transit (LRT, streetcars and
BRT). Their working assumption is that the vast
majority of San Diegans do not consider transit a
viable alternative to driving.
The public knows well the automobile’s degrading
affects. San Diego’s legendary natural beauty,
benevolent climate and quality of life will draw new
residents. More development will encroach on natural ecosystems. The plaintiffs want
to prevent further damage. They are demanding more serious efforts from cities and
MPOs to comply with California’s greenhouse gas reduction targets (SB 375) that
authorize an Air Resources Board (CARB) to reduce GHG emissions. CARB has
established a nonbinding regional land use planning process integrated with transportation
and granted limited relief from environmental requirements for projects that reduce
emissions.

San Diego planners
think big with
linear conventional
transit, not ATN.

Clash of New Realities
At some point transportation planners with 20th century concepts and tools will realize
that the path they are on will inevitably lead to higher costs, increasing traffic congestion,
and declining quality of life. Environmentalists know that buses, street cars, and bicycles
will never be capable of meeting the transportation needs of a large and growing
metropolitan region like San Diego. The problem here is that both sides have limited
themselves to antiquated sets of tools: cars, buses, light rail, bicycles.
Left to duke it out in court, the only way for one side to win will be for the other side
to lose. Both municipalities and environmentalists have been reluctant to embrace
TransitPulse
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new advanced ideas in transportation. SANBAG’s litigation provides both sides an
incentive to consider new approaches.
ATRA takes no sides in this conflict. The San Diego Task Force is looking for ways
to present automated transit as a possible “third way” that could allow both litigants
to satisfy their underlying goals -- albeit at the cost of stepping outside their comfort
zones.
Airport Opportunities
This year’s annual Infrastructure Report Card for California notes that transport O&M
costs will double over the six years as the backlog of maintenance projects grows. It
calls for a leaner Caltrans and new ideas. “It is foolish to just throw money at problems.”
The report by the California chapter of the American Council of Engineering Companies
points out that there are PRT opportunities to improve the efficiency and operational
ease of the state’s many airports.

OLD AND NEW MODES
There are many reasons to feel
comfortable with the old. It is
familiar and does not require us
to learn new things. If it works,
we feel that we can trust it to
continue working. We can rely
upon it. It is usually easy for
people to keep doing the same
thing, because new things take
us away from ordinary routines.
This is true for modes of transit.
It is difficult for transit leaders
to change ways of thinking and
operating. Tramways and
streetcars are not new: they are
a technology that emerged in the late 19th century. Many consider LRT to be modern,
but it is old technology with marginal improvements: low floors, reliable doors, and
heating and cooling for passenger comfort. Careful design makes vehicles and stations
attractive. Electronic signs and ticketing make use and revenue collection easy.

Encitra helps us to
envision a podcar
installation, here
in Uppsala.

There are many recent LRTs that are considered successful. But they all use trains
confined to a track and slowed by stops at every station. If available, going by car is
superior. LRT gives stop-and-go linear service that is less flexible than buses.
Compare the slow pace of change in transit modes to communications. Cell phones,
email and the Internet have grown dramatically and transformed the way we live.
Automated transit has made progress in airports and some specialized settings.
Modern metros are driverless and deliver superior service with full embrace of the
Brussels-based UITP. UITP, however, has not embraced PRT/podcars/ATN stations
— despite the benefits of non-stop, non-transfer service tailored to individual or small
group travel. DC-based APTA still resists driverless operations.
Embracing the old blocks potential significant improvements of the new.
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AKADEMIC INTEREST
Advanced transit experts in Sweden passed winter pondering podcar
prospects at four lunch seminars as their nation inches forward to
implement a “pioneer” PRT project within the context of a larger program
to create smart and flexible national GTS infrastructure. Prominent
are Kjell Dahlstrom and Jan-Erik Nowacki, who define as GTS – a
next-gen, material-carrying Internet-like infrastructure suitable to a petrodiminished future.
GTS stands for General Transport System. The mostly promising
candidate for a GTS “pioneer” project is the university city of Uppsala,
located a short hour north of Stockholm. Another possibility is a prestigious
academic district inside Stockholm. According to GTS visions, eventually
these starter projects will extend beyond Stockholm and Sweden – in
the long run throughout all of Europe and the larger world.
Stockholm Upstages Uppsala?
National funds for a podcar pioneer have been promised, but only
conditionally. Despite clear environmental benefits, GTS funds from
the government have not yet been committed. This leaves time for
the three candidate cities (and a dozen others) to refine their podcar
plans and maneuver for optimal strategies. Competition among them
is clear, although they band together into the Kompass coalition for
technical information and mutual support.
The third pioneer finalist is Sodertalje, and industrial suburb south of Stockholm. Arlanda
Airport is also a strong contender, and it, the Akademic City and Uppsala are all in Upland
County – creating a certain synergy that could lead to commitments of local funds. Some
private proposals have been advanced. There is interest high-speed inter-connectors.

Spring comes late
in Sweden, but
summer is intense.

In the Heat of Akademiska
It is significant that the four GTS seminars were within the bosom of Stockholm’s expanding
Akademic District, that boasts to attract “the greatest minds from around the world”. At
the winter luncheon seminers, the non-profit GTS Foundation welcomed officials from the
Royal Institute of Technology, the University of Stockholm, and Akademiska Hus -- a
corporation which manages and constructs facilities. Attendance also included many
professors and researchers. Ex-Vectus executive Olf Larsson, now with TransRail, brought
his independent interests. The Swedish Standards Institute added power standardization
perspectives.
The first seminars were introductory, dealing largely with important definitions and cuttingedge technical issues such as propulsion, switching, platooning, standards, dimensions,
topology, freight, social functionalities, costs, etc. The third seminar explored business
models for podcar enterprises. How can they be financed? What benefits do they bring,
and yielding what possibilities for income flows.
There were many engineering professors in attendance. Keen interest in moving forward
was apparent. Many would prefer national funds be used for Akademiska District plans.
Nowacki, himself a mechanical engineer busy on many geo-thermal projects, wants to
reach out to other academic departments -- architects, urban designers, business
management.
All agreed that the current transportation scene is “hopelessly conservative”. Eventually
change must come to the transport sector. Til sammans!
TransitPulse
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SOLAR PRT FOR MASSACHUSETTS BAY
Judeth Van Hamm is a Boston Area planner-activist who has participated in several
ATRA events. Living in Hull, a sea-burb within 20-minute ferry range of downtown
Boston, she is acutely aware of three 2012 phenomena:
1) Sea level rise: The 1978 Blizzard put 47
percent of Hull underwater. Since the Industrial
Revolution, it has been rising a foot a century.
Continued sea level rise means severe and
frequent storm damage is likely.
2) Money for gasoline has taken the steam
out of our budgets and economy. We send
billions of dollars overseas every month. Higher
petro-costs are tied to a 33 percent increase
in ferry fares, empty stores that hurts tourist
appeal, and municipal service cuts.
3) A lack of safety: Vehicular traffic endangers
pedestrians, bikers and other motorists.
Congestion, which can block movement of
emergency vehicles, needs to be solved.
Solving these issues can result in economic growth
and good jobs.
Responding to these facts, Judeth has searched for optimal ways to sustainable
transportation and community life.
Focused On a Doable Project

Spring also comes late
to Massachusetts: the
true glory is in the
colors of fall.

After searching for an affordable zero-emission system, but without full technical search
and analysis, Judeth now works with JPods, a form of PRT conceptually tied to solar
energy. She projects a demonstration project with broad public appeal. PRT is an
attractive form of mobility in many contexts. Relative to LRT and BRT, PRT has light,
flexible infrastructure. The service can actually be fun.
PRT functionality has operated safely for over 35 years in Morgantown, West Virginia.
Modern versions recently opened in London’s Heathrow Airport and Abu Dhabi’s
Masdar, and another is underway in a South Korean nature preserve. Minnesotabased JPods uses proven hydrogen fuel cells and is looking into breakthrough energy
storage, such as SustainX’s compressed air system.
Searching for the right community business plan for PRT in Hull, Judeth appreciates
the importance of network thinking. The larger the network, the better the business
case – and the easier it becomes to find investors.
This Month in Massachusetts
South Shore Mobility Inc. plans to develop the system in three phases—(1) a short
starter installation at the Carousel in Hull, which will operate as an amusement ride,
(2) a network from the ferry at one end of the Hull peninsula to the commuter rail at
the other, with ~13 stations, and (3) extensions on State rights of way to regional
commuter rail, other transit and ferry services. Early sale of profit-sharing passes will
raise funds.
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SSM has secured two-year permission to use a private right-of-way for a starter
installation. On May 7, Hull’s Town Meeting will vote whether to grant use of town
rights-of-way for later extensions, subject to approval. JPods has access to venture
capitalists. Visit abundancethebook.com.
In her enthusiasm, Judeth sees enriched community life and a healthier tomorrow.

2012: YEAR OF TRANSITION?
Alongside those who welcome 2012 as the dawn of a new age of spiritual growth are
many others trembling over the oncoming End of Times. How will this pivotal year play
out in the US and larger world?
Where does the USDOT stand relative to mobility options? What is FTA’s modal policy?
What interfaces does FHWA see? What state and local programs lay before us?
Answers to these questions should include capital funding. Yes – hardline funding from
the US Congress. Conventional transit leaders are kicking around a figure of $80 billion
as needed to maintain and modernize America’s transit infrastructure. If a mere one
percent of that were for advanced transit, $800 million theoretically will be available!
Dream on.
Highways Are Crumbling… Our Economy Too!
Beyond infrastructure maintenance, the sad reality is that US transport infrastructure is
increasingly costly in terms of oil dependencies and carbon emissions into our global
climate weirdness. Even if cars become oil-free (electric with highway recharging), safe
(driver assists) and powered sustainably (solar, wind or geo-thermal), there will still be
congestion and parking problems that so destroy the walkability of our urban districts.
ATRA needs to communicate these realities and brighter possibilities succinctly and
comprehensible to the general public. Much as Dennis Manning is trying to do in Fresno
with funds accumulating for a PRT-like project. Ed Porter and friends in Santa Cruz are
making headway towards a demo, What are Bob Williams in Sunnyvale, Jeral Poskey
in Stanford and Rob Means in Milpitas doing?
ATRA has valuable knowledge, technical skills and public relations experience to contribute
to the greening of California. Just think – neighborhood network projects that can make
over some of the parking ugliness and reverse the arterial sclerosis of countless trafficweary communities?
At the heart of all this Sunshine State energy is San Jose. What flowers are about
bloom this summer when findings of parallel studies are presented to City Council?
What fertilizer and watering will San Jose's initiative attract from Sacramento and
Washington and Silicon Valley developers? How will 2012 play out?

Some of the
ATRA members
and friends who
gathered March
22 to discuss
airport
applications.
TransitPulse
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ATRA IN PARIS
On November 11-14, the third International Conference on Urban
Transportation Systems will take place in Paris. ATRA has organized a
session on PRT The old term PRT will be used. Some prefer podars or
ATN in the hope that a new label will open doors and minds. For sake
of space, PRT is used here.. Ingmar Andreasson, Larry Fabian Alain
Kornhauser, Robbert Lohmann, Peter Muller, and Joerg Schweizer will
attend, but there are limited ATRA funds to support them. If you want to
assist with their expenses, contact Stan Young at seyoung@umd.edu.
ICUTS 2012 will be the third to undertake dialog on urban transportation
systems in broad terms. The website shows images of trams, buses,
construction and small mobility devices. Walter Kulyk, the FTA’s Mobility
Innovation Director, is the chair of the event organized by ASCE’s T+DI.
Dr. Murthy Bondada, ATRA member and founder of the APM conference series, is
the honorary chair of ICUTS. Learn more at
http://content.asce.org/conferences/tdi/utsconference/

A 20th century, auto
addicted vision for
New Jersey.

TOULOUSE TO GAIN
While driverless metro projects proliferate all over the world in Asia and Latin America,
old ones in Europe continue to provide daily service with flaws that seem minor
enough to embarrass many conventional metro operators.
The metro in Toulouse – France’s city in pink that have become an electronics nexus
– has two fully automated transit lines. The first opened in 1993; the second in 2007.
Ligne B is to be extended 5km — elevated except for an under-canal section. With
five new stations, cost is estimated of about $50m. Construction is to start in 2015,
with service foreseen by 2019. Much of that will be a contract for Siemens TS.

ROBOCAR PROSPECTS
by Bob Johnson

The Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) predicts that
there will be Driverless Cars in 2022. That is the theme of a Summit that AUVSI is
holding in Detroit on June 12-13. Speakers from both General Motors and Ford are
on the agenda. The keynote address will be given by an Associate Administrator of
NHTSA, indicating that safety is seen as a major benefit of driverless operation.
For now, expect step-by-step driver-assistance upgrades. The ultimate goal appears
to be driverless private cars, not automated taxis. A benefit to PRT supporters may
come from the expected stream of driver assistance advancements. The technology
developed over the next few years for partial automation will lower vehicle costs for
PRT implementations well before 2022.
Once totally driverless cars are available, there will be only minor differences between
autos and PRT vehicles, such as seating arrangement and door design. The guideways
for PRT will be narrower and less expensive than elevated roadways that have to
accommodate both driverless and conventional cars and trucks. At this point an
explosion in PRT deployment can be expected.
TransitPulse
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POD-DESIGN GUIDELINES
Advanced transit has yet to be embraced
by last century’s architectural and urban
landscaping thinking. This means that
today’s architects, district planners and
regional transit officials have little
information about Automated Transit
Networks (ATNs).
This is important to acting professionals.
For example, if a developer or other client
wishes to interface directly with a district
ATN to create a walkable community
district, how can architects and planners
approach the concept? How can they
solve the last mile problem? What are
potential noise and vibration problems,
and how can design mitigate them?
The list of questions can grow further.
What amenities should be sited at and
within a neighborhood pod station? What are compatible land uses? What densities
and parking strategies should be applied? What interfaces with bikes amenities and
services, segways and mobility carts, e-cars, taxis and community shuttles should be
provided?
ATRA’s NEW ARC
Happily, Professors Wayne Cottrell and Shannon McDonald are organizing ARC –
ATRA’s new Academic Research Committee to delve into such questions. They will
invite non-ATRA academics to join ARC this fall. If you want to suggest a researcher
or make other comments, email Shannon at smcdonald@siu.edu. Look to exciting
things at Technix 2013.
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dimensions to an
APM application's
urban context. What
color should it be?
Modern life entails
multiple destinations,
as shown through
Ingmar Andreasson's
software tools.
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AIRPORTS + AIRFRONTS
The thrust of David Holdcroft’s message about the Ultra project he managed at BAA
is that it is performing so well that there is a compelling reason to expand it. His former
employers have not yet made that decision. Or maybe they have, but have not yet
announced it.
The total project cost was about $48 million for 3.9km – about $12m/km. Careful
studies place the replacement cost (without the extraordinary first-project costs incurred
in design, survey and testing as Terminal-5 was underway) at $27 million – or a very
interesting $7m/km. O&M costs are about $1.6 million a year for about 300,000 trips
– over $5 per passenger. Current use is largely restricted to those with high time-value
time looking to save on parking costs. Parking fees have gone up 10% and still their
use is up 5%.
If and when the system expands, it should gain economies of scale that will lower the
per-passenger operating cost. Holdcroft stated that batteries are no logistical problem.
Cost matters will sort out after a few years of operation.
Atlanta, Georgia: The new International terminal at Hartsfield opens May 16. An
extension of the underground airside APM will serve it. The new terminal will not be
directly served by the conventional Atlanta metro, as is the old gateway from which a
landside APM takes car renters out to the new RAC facility beyond the new convention
center.
Chicago, Illinois: Former White House staffer Rahm Emanuel, now mayor of the
Windy City, has unveiled a huge $7-billion infrastructure that includes a $1.4-billion
investment in Ohare. This will likely include an extension and replacement of the aging
Matra-Siemens system. Emanuel boasts that he is not waiting for Washington and
wants to play a “leading role among cities” His initiative has been labeled “audacious”
using PPPs to avoid raising sales or real estate taxes. Would it be surprising if these
plans include landside PRT – a version of the one Raytheon and the RTA pursued in
the 1990s? Or one involving Schaumburg?
Toronto, Ontario: Will the airport ever get world-class rail service to the airport? An
express service on a new right-of-way would be very costly. Adding a 3km branch
might bring in nearby non-electrified regional rail line direct to the airport is the current
plan, aimed at service by 2015. Initially diesel trains will be used. Would an APM
serving numerous airport destinations do better? Apparently not, unless there is some
informed supplemental planning going on in the background. Aecom serves as technical
advisors.
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